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Abstract
This paper deals with left invariant complex structures on simply connected Lie

groups, the Lie algebra of which is of the type T
�

h D hË
�

V , where� is either the
adjoint or the coadjoint representation. The main topic is the existence question of
complex structures on T

�

h for h a three dimensional real Lie algebra. First it was
proposed the study of complex structuresJ satisfying the constraintJhD V . When-
ever� is the adjoint representation this kind of complex structures are associated to
non-singular derivations ofh. This fact allows different kinds of applications.

1. Introduction

It is well known that due to their particular properties as differential manifolds,
the study of invariant complex structures and induced geometries on Lie groups can be
realized at the Lie algebra level. While the existence of complex structures on reduc-
tive Lie algebras of even dimension has been solved in different steps (starting with
[27] and [34]), the solvable case still remains an open problem. For dimensions up to
four, complex structures were studied in [25, 29, 22], whilethe nilpotent case has been
considered up to dimension six [1, 9, 10, 11, 14, 17, 21, 31, 33]. Since those works
are mainly done on the basis of a case by case study, one of the principal obstruc-
tions in classifying complex (and more general) structureson solvable Lie groups of
dimensions equal or greater than six relies in the high number of isomorphism classes.
This implies that different criteria have to be developed inorder to describe any kind
of geometry on the corresponding Lie groups. An alternativeand powerful tool that
provides a new insight to the problem is provided by the notion of generalized com-
plex structure, first introduced by Hitchin in [18], and treated by several authors (see
for instance [2, 12, 16] and references therein). On the other hand, in order to study
the complex geometry, special types of complex structures were considered, as the so
called abelian [1, 5] and nilpotent [9, 10], specific for nilpotent Lie algebras, and which
have been shown to be of considerable interest, in particular in combination with other
compatible geometric structures.

The aim of this work is the study of complex structures on tangent and cotangent
Lie algebras, that is Lie algebras which are semidirect products T

�

h D h Ë
�

V , where
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dimV D h and� denotes either the adjoint or coadjoint representation. Wespecifically
focus on the following questions:
1) Complex structures satisfying the conditionJh D V .
2) Complex structures on Th and T�h whereh is a three dimensional real Lie algebra.
3) Symplectic structures which are compatible for a complexstructure in 2), therefore
inducing pseudo-Kähler geometries.

Complex structures appearing in 1) are calledtotally real. They have become ob-
jects of importance in the construction of weak mirror pairs(see for instance [7] and
references therein).

Complex and symplectic geometry constitute extreme special cases of generalized
complex geometry. Once a Lie algebrah has been fixed, the corresponding underly-
ing geometric structure arises either as a complex structure on h or as a totally real
complex structure on T�h, which is Hermitian for the canonical metric on T�h.

For the adjoint representation we prove that a totally real complex structure cor-
responds to a non-singular derivation ofh. Therefore the existence of such totally
real complex structures on Th imposes onh the nilpotency constraint (Theorem 3.5).
Hence, in dimension three one gets Th1, whereh1 denotes the Heisenberg Lie algebra
of dimension three. As application, we prove the existence of a generalized complex
structure of symplectic type on some types of nilpotent Lie algebrash and the existence
of Lagrangian symplectic structures on T�h.

For the coadjoint representation, we give the general form of totally real complex
structuresJ on T�h, proving the existence wheneverh is one of the following three
dimensional Lie algebras: the Heisenberg Lie algebra, the Lie algebra of the group of
rigid motions of the Minkowski 2-spacer3,�1, the Lie algebra of the group of rigid
motions of the Euclidean 2-spacer03,0 and the one dimensional trivial central extension
of the Lie algebra of the group of affine motions, usually denoted by aff(R).

In addition to the Lie algebras obtained in 1), the six dimensional tangent Lie alge-
bras admitting complex structures correspond to a Lie algebra h which is either simple
sl(2), so(3) or solvable and isomorphic toR � aff(R). In the cotangent case we add
sl(2), so(3), r3,1 and r03,� for � > 0.

Concerning 3), the only Lie algebras carrying a pseudo-Kähler structure are: the
tangent and the cotangent of the Heisenberg Lie algebra and the tangent ofR� aff(R),
a case investigated in more detail. In the nilpotent case onecan see that there are
flat and non-flat pseudo-Kähler metrics [11, 14]. In T(R � aff(R)) the resulting metric
is non-flat. However one gets flat distributions. Again in this situation, totally real
complex structures provide examples for pseudo-Kähler pairs.

2. Generalities on complex structures

An almost complexstructure on a Lie algebrag is an endomorphismJ W g ! g

satisfying J2
D �I, where I is the identity map.
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Let gC D g 
 C denote the complexification ofg whose elements have the form
v 
 c, with v 2 g, c 2 C. An almost complex structureJ on g can be extended to a
complex linear endomorphism ofgC that we also denote byJ, by settingJ(v 
 c) D
Jv 
 c.

As usual, we identifyv 2 g, with v
1 2 gC, and hence any element ingC can be
written asxC iy wherex, y 2 g. With this identification, the eigenspace corresponding
to the imaginary eigenvaluei of J is the subspacem of gC given by

m D {x � i J x W x 2 g}.

If we denote by� the conjugation map ongC, that is,� (xC iy) D x � iy, the eigen-
space corresponding to�i is �m, and we obtain the direct sum of vector spaces

(1) gC D m� �m.

Conversely any decomposition of type (1) induces an almost complex structure ong.
In fact let J W gC ! gC be the linear map given byJ(x C � y) D i x � i� y for all
x, y 2 m. Clearly J2

D �1 and sinceJ Æ � D � Æ J the mapJ gives rise to an almost
complex structure ong.

Notice that anyJ-invariant subspace must be even dimensional.
The integrability condition of an almost complex structureJ is expressed in terms

of the Nijenhuis tensorNJ

(2) NJ(x, y) D [ J x, J y] � [x, y] � J[ J x, y] � J[x, J y], for all x, y 2 g.

It is straightforward to verify thatNJ is bilinear, skew-symmetric and it satisfies
NJ(J x, J y) D �NJ(x, y) and NJ(J x, y) D �J NJ(x, y) for any x, y 2 g. Hence, if
gD u� Ju is a direct sum as vector subspaces, thenNJ � 0 if and only if NJ(u,v)D 0
for all u, v 2 u.

An almost complex structureJ on g is called integrable if NJ � 0. In this caseJ
is called acomplex structureon g. Equivalently, J is integrable if and only ifm (and
hence�m) satisfying (1) is a complex subalgebra ofgC.

Special types of almost complex structures are determined by those endomorphisms
J W g! g satisfying J2

D �I and one of the following conditions for anyx, y 2 g:

c1) J[x, y] D [x, J y], c2) [J x, J y] D [x, y].

In any case they are integrable. Complex structures of type c1) determine a structure
of complex Lie algebra ong, they are sometimes calledbi-invariant. The subalgebra
corresponding to the eigenvalue�i is actually an ideal ofgC. Structures of type c2)
are calledabelian [5], and the corresponding eigenspaces for the eigenvalues�i are
complex abelian subalgebras ofgC.

Note that if g carries an abelian complex structure, then the center ofg must be
J-invariant and therefore even dimensional. Another necessary condition to have abelian
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complex structures is thatg is 2-step solvable, which means that the commutator sub-
algebraC(g) is abelian (see [24] for instance).

Let g be a Lie algebra and letJ be a fixed almost complex structure ong. For
any l � 0 we define the setal (J) inductively as:

a0(J) D {0}, al (J) D {X 2 gI [X, g] � al�1(J) and [J X, g] � al�1(J)}, l � 1.

It is easy to verify that

a0(J) � a1(J) � a2(J) � � � �

For a fixed X 2 aiC1(J) we have that [X, Y] 2 ai (J) � aiC1(J) for all Y 2 g, and
clearly [J[X, Y], Z] 2 ai (J) � aiC1(J) for all Y, Z 2 g. Thereforeai (J) is a J-invariant
ideal of g for any i � 0.

The almost complex structureJ is called nilpotent if there exists at such that
at (J)D g. This implies thatg must be nilpotent. For a nilpotent almost complex struc-
ture J on ans-step nilpotent Lie algebra of dimension 2n we shall say that it isr -step
nilpotent if r is the first nonnegative integer such thatar (J) D g; this satisfies the in-
equality s � r � n and these bounds are actually reached ([10]). Notice that ifJ is a
nilpotent almost complex structure on a nilpotent Lie algebra g, then any term of the
ascending series ofg admits a two dimensionalJ-invariant subspace. Clearly, ifJ is
integrable, the condition of being nilpotent is stronger than asking the correspondingm
for J to be nilpotent.

EXAMPLE 2.1. The canonical complex structure of a nilpotent complexLie al-
gebra is nilpotent (see Example 4.1).

An equivalence relation is defined among Lie algebras with complex structures.
Lie algebras with complex structures (g1, J1) and (g2, J2) are calledholomorphically
equivalentif there exists an isomorphism of Lie algebras�W g1! g2 such thatJ2Æ� D

� Æ J1. In particular wheng1 D g2 we simply say thatJ1 and J2 are equivalentand a
classification of complex structures can be done.

Lemma 2.2. Let g be an even dimensional real Lie algebra.
i) The class of an abelian complex structure, if non-empty, consists only of abelian
complex structures.
ii) Let J, J 0 be complex structures ong such that J0 D �J��1 for � 2 Aut(g). Then
�al (J) D al (J 0) for any l � 0.

In particular the class of a nilpotent complex structure on agiven nilpotent Lie
algebra consists only of nilpotent complex structures, all of them being nilpotent of the
same type.
iii) The class of a bi-invariant complex structure has only bi-invariant complex structures.
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REMARK . From the definitions above it is not immediately clear whichis the
relationship between nilpotent complex structures and complex structures whose cor-
respondingi -eigenspacem is nilpotent. In Proposition 4.6 we see that the tangent Lie
algebra of the Heisenberg Lie algebrah1 carries only 2-step nilpotent complex struc-
tures, some of them being abelian, and others having�i -eigenspaces which are 2-step
nilpotent subalgebras.

3. Totally real complex structures on tangent and cotangentLie algebras

The aim of this section is the study of totally real complex structures on tangent
and cotangent Lie algebras, that is complex structuresJ on T

�

h such thatJh D V .
We briefly recall the construction. Leth denote a real Lie algebra and let (� ,V) be

a finite dimensional representation ofh. By endowingV with the trivial Lie bracket,
consider the semidirect product ofh and V relative to� , T

�

h WD h Ë
�

V , where the
Lie bracket is:

[(x, v), (x0, v0)] D ([x, x0], �(x)v0 � �(x0)v), x, x0 2 h, v, v0 2 V .

We mainly concentrate on the adjoint and coadjoint representations. In both cases,
V is a real vector space with the same dimension as that ofh. The adjoint represen-
tation adW h! gl(h) is given by ad(x)y D [x, y], and it defines thetangentLie alge-
bra that we denote with Th. For the coadjoint representation ad�

W h! gl(h�), that is
V D h�, take

(3) ad(x)�'(y) D �' Æ ad(x)y, x, y 2 h, ' 2 h�I

we call the resulting Lie algebracotangent Lie algebraand we denote it as T�h.
A question concerning complex structures when we look at thealgebraic structure

of the Lie algebra T
�

hD hË
�

V is whether there exists an almost complex structureJ
such thatJh D V . Such aJ induces a linear isomorphismj W h! V , and conversely
any such j W h! V determines an almost complex structure on T

�

h such thatJh D V ,
by means of

(4) J(x, v) D (� j �1
v, j x), x 2 h, v 2 V , j W h! V .

It follows that bothh and V are totally real with respect toJ. We further adopt
the following terminology [7]:

DEFINITION 3.1. Let T
�

h WD h Ë
�

V be the semidirect product of a Lie algebra
h with the real vector spaceV such that dimV D dim h and let J denote an (almost)
complex structure on T

�

h. If Jh D V we say thatJ is a totally real (almost) complex
structure on T

�

h.
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Suppose that (� , V) denotes a finite dimensional representation ofh and let J be
a totally real almost complex structure on T

�

h D hË
�

V (like in (4)). In this case, the
integrability condition forJ reduces to

(5) 0D [x, y] � j �1
�(x) j y C j �1

�(y) j x for all x, y 2 h.

For a fixed Lie algebrah, recall that the representations (V, �) and (V 0, � 0) are
called equivalentif there is a linear isomorphismT W V ! V 0 such thatT�1

�

0(x)T D
�(x) for all x 2 h.

Actually, for any 2 Aut(h), the map' W T
�

h ! T
�

0h given by ' D  C T is
a Lie algebra isomorphism. In fact, for arbitrary elementsx, y 2 h, u, v 2 V we get
the condition

'[x C u, yC v] D '([x, y] C �(x)v � �(y)u)

D  [x, y] C T�(x)v � T�(y)u

D [ x,  y] C � 0(x)Tv � � 0(y)T u

D ['(x C u), '(yC v)].

Thus, if J denotes a complex structure on T
�

h, then J 0 WD ' Æ J Æ '�1 constitutes a
complex structure on T

�

0h making of (T
�

h, J) and (T
�

0h, J 0) a pair of holomorphically
equivalent Lie algebras.

In particular, if J is a totally real complex structure on T
�

h, then (T
�

h, J) is holo-
morphically equivalent to (T

�

0h, QJ), where QJ
jh
W h ! V 0 is QJ D T Æ J

jh
and extended

as in (4). The proof of the following result follows by using these relations and the
integrability condition (5).

Proposition 3.2. Let (V, �) and (V 0, � 0) be equivalent representations of a Lie
algebra h such thatdim V D dim V 0

D dim h. Complex structures onT
�

h are in one
to one correspondence with complex structures onT

�

0h. In particular, totally real com-
plex structures onT

�

h are holomorphically equivalent to totally real complex structures
on T

�

0h.

A first consequence of (5) concerns abelian complex structures.

Corollary 3.3. Let h be a Lie algebra and let V denote the underlying vector
space ofh. Let T

�

h WD h Ë
�

V denote the semidirect product and let J be an abelian
totally real complex structure onT

�

h. Thenh is abelian and� and J are related by
the condition�(x)J yD �(y)J x, where x, y 2 h.

REMARK . The converse of the previous corollary is also true. Leth denote an
abelian Lie algebra and let� be a representation ofh into h. If j W h ! h is a non
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singular map such that�(x) j y D �(y) j x for all x, y 2 h, then the almost complex
structure onh Ë

�

h given as in (4) is integrable and totally real with respect toh.

EXAMPLE 3.4. ConsiderRn with the canonical basis{e1, e2, : : : , en} and let A
be a non-singularn�n real matrix. LetCA denote the centralizer ofA in gl(n,R) that
is, the set ofn� n matricesB such thatB AD AB. Let B1, B2, : : : , Bn be n matrices
in CA such that they are pairwise in involution,Bi B j D B j Bi for all i , j . Take �
the representation ofRn which extends linearly the mappingei ! Bi (notice that this
could be trivial depending onA). The map j represented byA amounts to a totally
real abelian complex structure on T

�

R

n.

Recall that aderivation of a Lie algebrah is a linear mapd W h! h such that

d[x, y] D [dx, y] C [x, dy], for all x, y 2 h.

Jacobson proved that if a Lie algebrah admits a non-singular derivation then it must
be nilpotent [19].

Theorem 3.5. Let Th denote the tangent Lie algebra ofh. The set of totally
real complex structures onTh is in one to one correspondence with the set of non-
singular derivations ofh. If one (and therefore both) of these sets is non-empty, then
h is nilpotent.

Proof. Let ad denote the adjoint representation ofh and take� D ad in (5), so
one becomes

0D j [x, y] � ad(x) j y C ad(y) j x , for all x, y 2 h.

By identifying j with a linear map onh the previous equality shows thatj corresponds
to a derivation ofh. Since j is non-singular, the proof is completed applying the result
of Jacobson.

EXAMPLE 3.6. Let hn denote the Heisenberg Lie algebra of dimension 2nC 1,
that is hn D span{x1, y1, : : : , xn, yn, z} with the Lie bracket [xi , y j ] D Æi j z. Any non-
singular derivationd has a matrix representation given by:

�

A 0
� tr(A)

�

, with A 2 GL(2n, R) and tr(A) ¤ 0

where tr denotes the trace of the matrixA. HenceThn has several totally real com-
plex structures.
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Let s denote a semisimple Lie algebra. Since the Killing form is non-degenerate
this induces an ad-invariant metric ons and therefore the adjoint and coadjoint rep-
resentation are equivalent. A consequence of Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.5 is the
next corollary.

Corollary 3.7. There is no totally real complex structure onT�s for any semi-
simple Lie algebras.

We now proceed to analyze the existence of totally real complex structures on six
dimensional cotangent Lie algebras T�h for h (for the list of Lie algebrash of dimen-
sion three see Theorem 4.2).

Proposition 3.8. Let T�h D hË h� be a cotangent Lie algebra of a three dimen-
sional Lie algebrah. Then totally real complex structures onT�h exist wheneverh
is either unimodular or isomorphic toR � aff(R). In those cases the map jW h! h�

admits a matrix representation as follows

T�h1

0

�

a41 a42 a43

a51 a52 a53

�a43 �a53 0

1

A

I T�r3,�1

0

�

a41 a42 a43

�a42 0 a53

�a43 �a53 0

1

A

I

T�r3,0

0

�

a41 a42 a43

�a42 0 0
a61 0 a63

1

A

I T�r03,0

0

�

a41 a42 a43

�a42 0 a53

�a43 �a53 0

1

A

I

where the matrix should be non-singular.

Proof. The proof follows by direct computation of (5) taking� as the coadjoint
representation. In the cases not listed above, the mapsj solving (5) are singular, hence
they cannot induce a complex structure on T�h.

4. Complex structures on tangent and cotangent Lie algebrasof dimension six

Examples of six dimensional real Lie algebras with complex structures arise from
three dimensional complex Lie algebras. In fact letQg denote a three dimensional com-
plex Lie algebra, then the underlying real Lie algebrag WD Qg

R

, is naturally equipped
with a bi-invariant complex structure induced by the multiplication by i on Qg. In this
way this complex structure ong is bi-invariant.

EXAMPLE 4.1. Let g denote a six dimensional two-step nilpotent Lie algebra
equipped with bi-invariant complex structureJ. Then g is isomorphic to the real Lie
algebra underlyingh1 
 C, the complexification of the Heisenberg Lie algebra of
dimension three.
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Now we shall study the existence problem of complex structures on any tangent
or cotangent Lie algebra corresponding to a three dimensional real Lie algebra.

Recall the classification of three dimensional Lie algebrasas given e.g. in [15]
or [20].

Theorem 4.2. Let h be a real Lie algebra of dimension three spanned by e1,e2,e3.
Then it is isomorphic to one in the following list:

(6)

h1 [e1, e2] D e3,

r3 [e1, e2] D e2, [e1, e3] D e2C e3,

r3,� [e1, e2] D e2, [e1, e3] D �e3, j�j � 1,

r03,� [e1, e2] D �e2 � e3, [e1, e3] D e2C �e3, � � 0,

sl(2) [e1, e2] D e3, [e3, e1] D 2e1, [e3, e2] D �2e2,

so(3) [e1, e2] D e3, [e3, e1] D e2, [e3, e2] D �e1.

A Lie algebrag which satisfiestr(ad(x)) D 0 for all x 2 g is called unimodular.
Among the Lie algebras above, the unimodular solvable ones are: h1, r3,�1 and r03,0.

The simple case. Among the Lie algebras listed in Theorem 4.2 the simple ones
are sl(2) andso(3). Since the adjoint and the coadjoint representations are equivalent,
after Proposition 3.2 for a semisimple Lie algebras, the existence of a complex struc-
ture on Ts determines it on T�s and vice versa. Recall that complex structures on com-
pact semisimple and more generally on reductive Lie algebras were extensively studied
(see for instance [25, 26, 28, 27, 34]).

Let J be the almost complex structure on Tsl(2) and Tso(3) defined by

Je3 D e6, Je2 D e1, Je4 D e5.

By calculating NJ one verifies thatJ is integrable (see the Lie brackets in Propos-
ition 4.3). Hencethe tangent Lie algebrasTso(3) and Tsl(2) (and thereforeT�so(3)
and T�sl(2)) carry complex structures.

The solvable case. Suppose thatg is a six dimensional tangent Th or cotangent
Lie algebra T�h being h a solvable real Lie algebra of dimension three. It admits a
complex structure if and only ifgC decomposes as a direct sum of vector subspaces
gC D m��m, wherem (resp.�m) is a complex subalgebra. Without loss of generality
assume thatm is spanned by vectorsU, V, W as follows:

(7)

U D e1C a2e2C a3e3C a4e4C a5e5C a6e6,

V D b2e2C b3e3C b4e4C b5e5C b6e6,

W D c2e2C c3e3C c4e4C c5e5C c6e6, ai , b j , ck 2 C, 8i , j , k D 2, : : : 6.

Let a WD span{V, W}. We claim thata is an ideal inm. In fact, according to the Lie
brackets ing (see Proposition 4.3 and Proposition 4.8 below), one verifies that U �
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C(gC), hence forx, y 2 m, one has [x, y] 2 C(m) � a. Thusm D CU Ë a, wherea an
ideal of m of dimension two and therefore isomorphic either to i)C2 or to ii) aff(R),
the two dimensional complex Lie algebra spanned by vectorX,Y with [X,Y] D Y. We
may assume in the last situation thatV,W satisfy the Lie bracket relation [V,W] DW.

In casem D CU Ë C

2, the action ofU on a admits a basis whose matrix is one
of the following ones

(8) (1)

�

� 0
0 �

�

, �, � 2 CI (2)

�

� 1
0 �

�

, � 2 C.

In casem D CU Ë aff(R) the action ofU on a is a derivation ofaff(R) thus over
the basis{V, W} we have a matrix

(9)

�

0 0
a b

�

, a, b 2 C.

By making use of this we shall deduce the existence or non-existence of complex
structures on any tangent or cotangent Lie algebra corresponding to a three dimensional
solvable real Lie algebra.

4.1. Complex structures on six dimensional tangent Lie algebras. If H de-
notes a Lie group, its tangent bundleT H is identified with H � h, which inherits a
natural Lie group structure as the semidirect product underthe adjoint representation.
Its Lie algebra, the tangent Lie algebra Th, is the semidirect product via the adjoint
representationhËad V , whereV is the underlying vector space toh equipped with the
trivial Lie bracket.

Proposition 4.3. Let h be a real Lie algebra of dimension three and letTh de-
note the tangent Lie algebra spanned by e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6. Then the non-zero Lie
brackets are presented in the following list:

Th1 W [e1, e2] D e3, [e1, e5] D e6, [e2, e4] D �e6,
Tr3 W [e1, e2] D e2, [e1, e3] D e2C e3,

[e1, e5] D e5, [e1, e6] D e5C e6, [e2, e4] D �e5, [e3, e4] D �e5 � e6,
Tr3,� W [e1, e2] D e2, [e1, e3] D �e3,
j�j � 1 [e1, e5] D e5, [e1, e6] D �e6, [e2, e4] D �e5, [e3, e4] D ��e6,
Tr03,� W [e1, e2] D �e2 � e3, [e1, e3] D e2C �e3, [e1, e5] D �e5 � e6,
� � 0 [e1, e6] D e5C �e6, [e2, e4] D ��e5C e6, [e3, e4] D �e5 � �e6,
Tsl(2) [e1, e2] D e3[e3, e1] D 2e1[e3, e2] D �2e2,

[e1, e5] D e6[e1, e6] D �2e4[e2, e4] D �e6,
[e2, e6] D 2e5[e3, e4] D 2e4[e3, e5] D �2e5,

Tso(3) [e1, e2] D e3[e3, e1] D e2[e3, e2] D �e1,
[e1, e5] D �e6[e1, e6] D e5[e2, e4] D �e6,
[e2, e6] D e4[e3, e4] D �e5[e3, e5] D e4.
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Theorem 4.4. Let h denote a three dimensional Lie algebra, then Th admits a
complex structure if and only ifh is either isomorphic toh1 or R � aff(R).

The proof can be derived from the next paragraphs.

Lemma 4.5. If m is a complex subalgebra ofTh being h a three dimensional
solvable real Lie algebra such thatThC D m� �m thenm ' C Ë C2.

Proof. According to the previous paragraphs it should holdm ' C ËC2 or m '
C Ë aff(R). We shall prove that the last situation is not possible. In fact, from the Lie
brackets in Proposition 4.3 we see that [V, W] 2 span{e5, e6} so thatc2 D 0D c3 D c4.
But by computing one has [V, W] D 0 implying W D 0 and therefore no complex
structure can be derived from this situation.

With the previous Lemma it follows to analyze next the existence of complex struc-
tures attached to complex Lie subalgebrasm such thatm ' C Ë C2.

Recall that any totally real complex structure on Th1 corresponds to a non-singular
derivation ofh1 (Example 3.6). No one of these complex structures is abelian. How-
ever Th1 can be equipped with abelian complex structures as we show below.

Let m be a complex subalgebra of Th1 spanned by vectorsU, V, W as in (7). The
subspacea D span{V, W} is an ideal ofm andm D CU Ë a. Since Th1 is nilpotent,a
is abelian and the action ofU on a is of type (8) and moreover case 1) holds for� D
� D 0 while case 2) holds for� D 0. Case 1) gives rise to abelian complex structures,
while case 2) corresponds to non abelian ones.

Computing the Lie brackets [V, W], [U, V ] and [U, W], and imposing these brack-
ets to be zero, we get

U D e1C a2e2C a3e3C a4e4C a5e5C a6e6,

V D b3e3C b4e4 � a2b4e5C b6e6, W D c3e3C c4e4 � a2c4e5C c6e6.

If the set{U, V, W,�U,�V,�W} spans a basis of (Th1)C, the tangent algebra Th1 car-
ries an abelian complex structureJ. For instance the linear homomorphismJ given by

(10) Je1 D e2, Je6 D e3, Je4 D e5,

and such thatJ2
D �I defines an abelian complex structure on Th1. Following [21],

there is only one class among abelian complex structures (see [1]).
Any abelian complex structure is 2-step nilpotent. In fact,sinceJ is abeliana1(J)D

z(Th1) and clearly the conditionC(Th1) D z(Th1) shows thata2(J) D Th1. On the other
hand, the following set of vectors on ThC1 is a basis of the complex subalgebram cor-
responding to a totally real complex structure on Th1:

e1 � i (ae4C be5C ee6), e2 � i (ce4C de5C f e6), e3 � i (aC d)e6
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with a, b, c, d, e, f 2 R, aC d ¤ 0 andad� bc¤ 0. They induce non abelian com-
plex structures, and furthermore there are more non-abelian complex structures than the
totally real ones. Letm be a complex subalgebra of (Th1)C spanned byU, V, W as
in (7). Requiring that [U, V ] D 0 D [V, W] and [U, W] D V we deduce that any
complex subalgebram of (Th1)C spanned by

U D e1C a2e2C a3e3C a4e4C a5e5C a6e6,

V D c2e3C (c5 � a2c4C a4c2)e6, W D c2e2C c3e3C c4e4C c5e5C c6e6,

and such thatU,V,W,�U,�V,�W is a basis of (Th1)C, induces a non-abelian complex
structure on Th1.

The class of non-abelian complex structuresJ is 2-step nilpotent. Actually the
vector X WD W C �W belongs to the center of Th1 and also J X 2 z(Th1). Since
a1(J) D span{X, J X} D z(Th1) and C(Th1) D z(Th1), we conclude thata2(J) D Th1.

After [21] in the set of non-abelian complex structures, onehas the following non
equivalent complex structures (the extension is such thatJ2

D �I):

(11) Jse1 D e4, Jse2 D �se4C e5, Jse3 D 2e6, sD 0, 1,

which are totally real, and next

(12)
J
�

e1 D e2C (1� �)e4C
1� �

�

e5, Je2 D ��e1C (1� �)e4, J
�

e3 D e6,

� 2 R � {0}

which are neither abelian nor totally real.
By following a similar approach as that already done, that isby scanning the equa-

tions that make of the setU, V, W a subalgebram such thatm� �m D gC, one can
verify the following result.

Proposition 4.6. Let h denote a Lie algebra of dimension three(4.2).
i) The tangent Lie algebraTh1 admits abelian and non-abelian complex structures,
which are in every case2-step nilpotent.
ii) Tr3 and Tr03,� (� � 0) do not admit complex structures.

REMARK . The Lie algebra Th1 is isomorphic toG6,1 in [21] and toh4 in [11].

Proposition 4.7. The following statements are equivalent:
i) Tr3,� can be endowed with a complex structure;
ii) Tr3,� carries an abelian complex structure;
iii) � D 0.
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Proof. We proceed proving the implications i)) iii) ) ii) ) i). It is easy to
see ii)) iii).

Let m denote a complex subalgebra of TrC3,� spanned by vectorsU, V, W as in (7),
with [V, W] D 0. Evaluating the Lie brackets we obtain the expressions

[V, W] D (b4c2 � b2c4)e5C �(b4c3 � b3c4)e6,

[U, V ] D b2e2C �b3e3C b5e5C �b6e6C (a4b2 � a2b4)e5C �(a4b3 � a3b4)e6,

[U, W] D c2e2C �c3e3C c5e5C �c6e6C (a4c2 � a2c4)e5C �(a4c� 3� a� 3c4)e6.

If the action ofU on span{V, W} is of type (1) in (8), by solving the corresponding
system, one gets a basis of (Tr3,�)C only if � D 0, with the additional constraints� D
0D �. Explicitly, the vectors adopt the form

(13)
U D e1C a2e2C a3e3C a4e4C a5e5C a6e6,

V D b3e3C b4e4 � a2b4e5C b6e6, W D c3e3C c4e4 � a2c4e5C c6e6,

wheneverU, V, W, �U, �V, �W is a basis of (Tr3,0)C. It follows at once that the
induced complex structure on Tr3,0 is abelian.

If the action ofU on span{V, W} ' C2 is of type (2) in (8), then we cannot find
a complex structure, regardless of the value of�. This argument shows i)) iii).

For ii) ) iii) one works out the equations deriving from [V, W] D 0D [U, V ] D
[U,W] to obtain that a solution exists only for�D 0. In this case, one gets the vectors
U, V, W above (13). For instance, the followingJ gives rise to an abelian complex
structure on Tr3,0:

(14) Je1 D e2, Je3 D �e6, Je4 D e5.

To prove iii) ) ii), we have to solve the equation [V, W] D 0, [U, V ] D �V and
[U, W] D �W for � D 0. It is possible to see that the only way to get solutions is
imposing that� D � D 0, finishing the proof.

REMARK . Notice that any complex structure on Tr3,0 is abelian. See [1] for a
classification of abelian complex structures in dimension six.

4.2. Complex structures on cotangent Lie algebras of dimension six. Recall
the Lie group counterpart of the cotangent Lie algebra. The zero section in the co-
tangent bundleT�H of a Lie group H can be identified withH , as well as the fiber
over (e, 0) with h�. As a Lie group, the cotangent bundle ofH is the semidirect prod-
uct of H with h� via the coadjoint representation. The tangent space ofT�H at the
identity is naturally identified with thecotangentLie algebra T�h WD h Ëcoad h

�, the
semidirect product ofh and its dualh� via the coadjoint action.
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Proposition 4.8. Let h be a solvable real Lie algebra of dimension three and let
T�h denote the cotangent Lie algebra spanned by e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6. The non-zero Lie
brackets are listed below:

T�h1 W [e1, e2]De3, [e1, e6]D�e5, [e2, e6]De4,
T�r3 W [e1, e2]De2, [e1, e3]De2Ce3,

[e1, e5]D�e5�e6, [e1, e6]D�e6, [e2, e5]De4, [e3, e5]De4, [e3, e6]De4,
T�r3,� W [e1, e2]De2, [e1, e3]D �e3,
j�j �1 [e1, e5]D�e5, [e1, e6]D��e6, [e2, e5]De4, [e3, e6]D �e4,
T�r03,� W [e1, e2]D �e2�e3, [e1, e3]De2C�e3, [e1, e5]D��e5�e6,
��0 [e1, e6]De5��e6, [e2, e5]D �e4, [e2, e6]D�e4, [e3, e5]De4, [e3, e6]D �e4.

Theorem 4.9. Let h denote a three dimensional solvable real Lie algebra. IfT�h
admits a complex structure, then h is isomorphic to one of the following Lie algebras:
h1, R � aff(R), r3,1, r3,�1, r03,� for any � � 0.

The proof of this theorem is a straightforward consequence of the following results.
Suppose thatm is a complex subalgebra of T�h with V,W 2 m satisfying [V,W] D

W. The Lie bracket relations in Proposition 4.8 immediately imply that W D c4e4 and
thus W D 0.

Corollary 4.10. Let h denote a solvable real Lie algebra of dimension three. If
(T�h)C splits as a direct sum as vector spaces(T�h)C Dm��m, wherem is a complex
subalgebra and� is the conjugation map with respect toT�h, thenm ' C Ë C2.

Proposition 4.11. Let h denote a Lie algebra of dimension three. Then
i) Every complex structure on the Lie algebraT�h1 is 3-step nilpotent.
ii) The Lie algebraT�r3 cannot be endowed with a complex structure.
iii) If the Lie algebraT�r3,� admits a complex structure then� D 0, 1,�1.
iv) The Lie algebraT�r03,� carries a complex structure for any� � 0.

Proof. i) Since the center of T�h1 is odd-dimensional, T�h1 cannot admit an
abelian complex structure. As proved in [9, 31] this Lie algebra has a complex struc-
ture, such thatm D span{U, V, W} with [V, W] D 0, and

U D e1C a2e2C a3e3C a4e4C a5e5C a6e6,

V D c2e3C (a2c6 � a6c2)e4 � c6e5, W D c2e2C c3e3C c4e4C c5e5C c6e6

induce complex structures if and only if the vectorsU, V, W,�U,�V,�W span a basis
of (T�h1)C. Following [21], there is only one class of complex structures, thus they are
equivalent to the complex structureJ given by

(15) Je1 D e4, Je2 D e6, Je5 D e3.
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For this complex structure, note thata0(J) D {0}, a1(J) D span{e3, e5}, a2(J) D
span{e1, e3, e4, e5}, a3(J) D g. Hence from Lemma 2.2 we conclude that any complex
structure on T�h1 is nilpotent.

Observe however that there are complex structures which arenot totally real, as
for example the following

(16) Je1 D e2 � e4, Je2 D e6, Je5 D e3C e4.

For the rest of the proof we shall sketch the basic ideas and results (for more
details see [13]).

ii) This follows from the following steps: first find conditions formD span{U,V,
W} to build a subalgebra of (T�r3)C; second impose the conditionm� �m D (T�r3)C

to see that this is not possible.
iii) Write out the corresponding equations for [U,V ], [V,W] and [U,W]. Assume

the action ofU on a D span{V, W} is of type (1) in (8). The conditions [U, V ] D �V
and [U, W] D �W show that a subalgebram exists if � 2 {0, 1,�1}. Moreover, such
an m is spanned byU, V, W as given in the following table:

� D 0
U D e1C a2e2C a3e3C a4e4C a5e5C a6e6,
V D b3e3C b4e4C b6e6, W D �a2c5e4C c5e5 or
U, V as above andW D c2e2 � a5c2e4

� D 1

U D e1C a2e2C a3e3C a4e4C a5e5C a6e6,
V D b2e2C b3e3 � (a5b2C a6b3)e4,
W D �(c5=b3)(a2b3�a3b2)C c5e5� (b2c5=b3)e6 with b3 ¤ 0
or U as above and
V D �(a2b5C a3b6)e4C b5e5C b6e6,
W D c2e2 � (b5c2=b6)e3 � (c2=b6)(a5b6 � a6b5) with b6 ¤ 0

� D �1

U D e1C a2e2C a3e3C a4e4C a5e5C a6e6,
V D �(c3b6=c5)e2 � (b6=c5)(a5c3 � a6c5)e4C b6e6,
W D c3e3 � (a2c5C a6c3) with c5 ¤ 0 or
U as above andV D b3e3 � (a2b5C a6b3)e4C b5e5,
W D c2e2� (c2=b3)(a3b5�a5b3)e4� (b5c2=b3)e6 with b3 ¤ 0

In all cases,U, V, W, �U, �V, �W turn out to be a basis of (T�r3,�)C. We also
observe that none of these complex structures is abelian. For instance, the linear map
on T�r3,0 given by

(17) Je1 D e5, Je2 D �e4, Je3 D e6

and such thatJ2
D �I defines a totally real complex structure on the cotangent Lie

algebra T�r3,0, while the J taken as

(18) Je1 D e2, Je4 D e5, Je3 D e6
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gives rise to a complex structure which is not totally real.
For � D �1 the linear homomorphism such thatJ2

D �I given by

(19) Je1 D e4, Je2 D e6, Je3 D �e5

gives a totally real complex structure on T�r3,�1. On the other hand, theJ satisfying
J2
D �I and given by

(20) Je3 D �(e1C e6), Je5 D e3 � e4, Je6 D �(e2C e4)

induces a non totally real complex structure on T�r3,�1. Finally, for � D 1 no complex
structure on T�r3,1 is totally real. Actually

(21) Je1 D e4, Je2 D e3, Je5 D e6

give rise to a complex structure on T�r3,1.
By proceeding in a similar way whenever the action ofU on a D span{V, W}

is of type (2) in (8) one obtains that there is no Lie subalgebra m D span{U, V, W}

satisfying the requirements to induce a complex structure.
iv) The linear isomorphismsJ such thatJ2

D �I given by

(22) Je1 D �e4, Je2 D e3, Je5 D e6

define complex structures on T�r03,� for any � � 0. Note that on T�r03,0 one has totally
real complex structures Proposition 3.8, for instance

(23) Je1 D �e4, Je2 D e6, Je3 D �e5.

REMARK . The Lie algebra T�h1 is isomorphic toG6,3 in [21] and toh7 in [11].

5. Complex structures and related geometric structures

In this section we relate complex structures to some geometric structures. In this
analysis, we are mainly interested on Hermitian, symplectic and pseudo-Kähler struc-
tures.

5.1. On Hermitian complex structures. A metric on a Lie algebrag is a non-
degenerate symmetric bilinear map,h , i W g � g ! R. It is called ad-invariant if the
constraints

h[x, y], zi C hy, [x, z]i D 0, 8x, y 2 g

holds.
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EXAMPLE 5.1. Thecanonical metricon a cotangent Lie algebra T�h is defined by

h(x, '), (x0, '0)i D '0(x)C '(x0), 8x, x0 2 h, ', '0 2 h�.

It is neutral and ad-invariant.

A subspacew � (g, h , i) is called isotropic if hx, yi D 0 for all x, y 2 w, that is,
if w � w?, where

w?

D {y 2 g such thathx, yi D 0 for all x 2 w}.

Further,w is called totally isotropic wheneverw D w?.

EXAMPLE 5.2. On T�h equipped with its canonical metric, both subspacesh and
h� are totally isotropic.

Let (g, h , i) denote a real Lie algebra equipped with a metric. An (almost) com-
plex structureJ on g is calledHermitian if

(24) hJ x, J yi D hx, yi, 8x, y 2 g.

If the metric is positive definite the Hermitian complex structure J is also called
orthogonal.

Observe that ifJ is Hermitian, thenhx, J xi D 0 for all x 2 g. The non-degeneracy
property of h , i says that there isy 2 g such thathx, yi ¤ 0. Therefore the subspace
w D span{x, J x, y, J y} � g is non-degenerate andJ-invariant. Furthermore

g D w�w?

is a orthogonal direct sum ofJ-invariant non degenerate subspaces ofg. A similar
argument can be done in the proof of the following lemma.

Lemma 5.3. Let g denote a real Lie algebra endowed with a metrich , i and let
J be an almost complex structure ong. Assumev is a totally real and totally isotropic
subspace ong, then
i) g admits a decomposition into a direct sum of totally real and totally isotropic
vector subspaces

g D v� JvI

ii) g splits into an orthogonal direct sum

g D w1�w2� � � � �wn

of J-invariant non-degenerate subspacesw1, : : : , wn, wheredimwi � 0 (mod 4).
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DEFINITION 5.4. A generalized complex structure on a Lie algebrah is a Hermit-
ian complex structure on (T�h, h , i) whereh , i denotes the canonical metric on T�h.

A Hermitian complex structureJ on T�h which leavesh invariant is called a gen-
eralized complex structure ofcomplex typeand it corresponds to a complex structure
on h. A Hermitian complex structureJ on T�h which is totally real, that isJhD h�, is
said a generalized complex structure ofsymplectic type. It corresponds to a symplectic
structure onh.

Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.5 of Section 3 imply that a totally real complex
structureJ on T�h, with Jh D h�, corresponds to a non-singular derivationd of h. If
h is equipped with an ad-invariant metric ( , ) and one asksJ to be Hermitian, then
d must be skew-symmetric with respect to ( , ). Explicitly, a non-singular derivationd
on h induces the mapl Æ d W h! h� giving rise to a complex structure on T�h, where
l W x! (x, � ).

Corollary 5.5. Let h denote an even dimensional Lie algebra endowed with an
ad-invariant metric( , ). The following statements are equivalent
i) h admits a generalized complex structure of symplectic type;
ii) h admits a symplectic structure;
iii) h admits a non-singular derivation which is skew symmetric for ( , ).

In addition, if any of these structures exists, then h is nilpotent.

5.2. Complex structures and symplectic structures. A symplectic structureon
an even dimensional Lie algebrag is a closed 2-form! 232(g�) of maximal rank, i.e.,
it satisfies the conditions

V(1=2) dimg
! ¤ 0 and

(25) !([x, y], z)C !([y, z], x)C !(z, [x, y]) D 0, for all x, y, z 2 g.

Let (T
�

hD hËV,!) denote a semidirect product equipped with a symplectic struc-
ture. Following [7], we say that T

�

h is Lagrangian if both h and V are Lagrangian
subspaces relative to!. We also say that! is Lagrangian symplectic.

Let T
�

h denote a generalized tangent Lie algebra, then its dual Lie algebra is the
semidirect product T

�

�h WD h Ë
�

� V�, where�� is the dual representation

(��(x)')(u) WD �'(�(x)(u)), x 2 h, ' 2 V�, u 2 V .

Note that the cotangent Lie algebra T�h is the dual of the tangent Lie algebra Th.
Suppose T

�

hD hË
�

V is a Lie algebra equipped with a totally real complex struc-
ture J (that is, Jh D V). This enables us to define on T

�

�h WD h Ë
�

� V� a two-form
!J by

!J(x C u, yC v) WD v(J x) � u(J y),

where x, y are in h and u, v are in (Jh D V)�.
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Then!J is non-degenerate and symplectic sinceJ is integrable (see [4] or [7] for in-
stance). We remark that the converse is also true, that is, Lagrangian symplectic struc-
tures on T

�

h give rise to totally real complex structures on T
�

�h. Thus totally real
complex structures on T

�

h D h Ë
�

V are in correspondence to Lagrangian symplectic
structures on T

�

�h.

Corollary 5.6. i) LetT�h denote a cotangent Lie algebra. If it admits a Lagrang-
ian symplectic structure, thenh is nilpotent.
ii) The tangent Lie algebraTh admits a Lagrangian symplectic structure for anyh
isomorphic toh1, r3,�1, r03,0 or R � aff(R).

We denote byei j ��� the wedge productei
^ej
^ � � � , e1, : : : , e6 being the dual basis

of e1, : : : , e6.
To determine the existence of symplectic structures one canproceed as follows.

Let �i j 2 R be arbitrary constants and define the generic 2-form on T�h

(26) � D

X

i< j

�i j e
i j , i D 1, : : : , 5.

If one requires� to be closed, the conditiond� D 0 generates a system depending
on the parameters�i j .

We exemplify here one case. The Maurer–Cartan equations on T�r3,� are given by

de1
D 0, de2

D e12, de3
D �e13,

de4
D e25

C �e36, de5
D �e15, de6

D ��e16.

By the expansion of this expression making use ofdei j
D dei

^ ej
� ei

^ dej , we
subsequently obtain conditions on the parameters�i j . In the case of T�r3,�, one obtains
that �1 j D 0 for all j D 1, : : : , 6, therefore a closed 2-form� belongs to32v� being
v D span{e1, : : : , e5}, which implies that� cannot be symplectic.

A similar reasoning applies on T�r03,� and so one proves the next result.

Lemma 5.7. The following Lie algebras do not carry a symplectic structure:
i) T�r3,� for any �.
ii) T�r03,� for any � � 0.

The next natural step to be analyzed in Lie algebrasg carrying both a symplectic
structure! and a complex structureJ, is the compatibility of these structure. A pair
(!, J) is called a pseudo-Kähler structure whenever the following condition

(27) !(J x, J y) D !(x, y), 8x, y 2 g

is satisfied.
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Let  2 Aut(g) denote a automorphism ofg. Since^n
 

�

! D  

�

^

n
! and �d! D

d( �

!), one has that the existence of a compatible symplectic formfor a fixed complex
structureJ is equivalent to the existence of a compatible symplectic structure for every
complex structure in the orbit ofJ under the action of the group Aut(g). In fact, if J is
compatible with! and J 0 D  �1J , then!0 D  �

! is compatible withJ 0:

!

0(J 0x, J 0y) D !0( �1J x,  �1J y) D !(J x, J y) D !( x,  y) D !0(x, y).

Lemma 5.8. Let ! denote a two form ong which is compatible with the complex
structure J . Let 2 Aut(g) be an automorphism such that J0

D  

�1J . Then �

!

is compatible with J0.

A pseudo-Kähler Lie algebrais a triple (g, J,!) consisting of a Lie algebra equipped
with a pseudo-Kähler structure. The pseudo-Kähler pair (J, !) originates an Hermitian
structure ong by means of defining a metricg as

(28) g(x, y) D !(J x, y), for all x, y 2 g.

This kind of Hermitian structures satisfies the parallel condition

r J � 0,

wherer denotes the Levi-Civita connection forg. The pair (J, g) is called apseudo-
Kähler metricon g.

REMARK . A Lie algebrah equipped with an ad-invariant metric ( , ) cannot carry
a complex structureJ which is Hermitian and parallel with respect to the Levi-Civita
connection of ( , ) (see [3]).

It is our aim to investigate the existence of pseudo-Kähler metrics on the Lie al-
gebras Th and T�h treated previously.

For the complex structure on Th1 given by

(29) Je1 D 2e4, Je2 D �e5, Je3 D e6.

one can find several compatible closed two forms:

� D a(e45
� 2e12)C be14

C c(e24
� 2e15)C de25

C e(e26
C e35)C f e36.

For instance, the following two forms give rise to pseudo-Kähler pairs

! D e45
� 2e12

C �e36, � ¤ 0,(30)

! D e14
C �(e26

� e35), � ¤ 0.(31)
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On T�h1 consider the complex structure given by (15):

Je1 D e4, Je2 D e6, Je3 D �e5.

It follows by canonical computations that any two form ong which is compatible with
J has the form

! D a(e12
C e46)C b(2e14

� e25
C e36)C c(e16

C e24)C d(e23
C e56)C ee26

C f e35.

On Tr3,0 let J denote the complex structure given by (14):

Je1 D e2, Je3 D �e6, Je4 D e5.

Canonical computations show that this complex structure iscompatible with the sym-
plectic forms

(32) !

�,�, D �e12
C �(e15

� e24)C e36, � ¤ 0,

thus the pairs (J, !
�,�, ) amount to pseudo-Kähler pairs on Tr3,0.

Lemma 5.9. The Lie algebrasTh1, T�h1 and T(R�aff(R)) carry several pseudo-
Kähler structures.

However no pseudo-Kähler pair(J, !) on Th1 corresponds to an abelian Lie al-
gebra ([11]).

In view of explanations before, the proof of the theorem below is straightforward.

Theorem 5.10. Let h denote a real Lie algebra of dimension three.
i) If h is solvable andTh admits a complex structure then it carries a pseudo-Kähler
structure.
ii) If T�h carries a pseudo-Kähler structure thenh is nilpotent.

5.3. On the geometry of some pseudo-Kähler homogeneous manifolds. The
goal of this paragraph is to point out some geometric features on the homogeneous
manifolds arising in the previous paragraphs in Lemma 5.9.

In the nilpotent case, the corresponding computations on the simply connected Lie
groups give rise to the results we summarize below.1

Proposition 5.11. The Lie algebraTh1 carries flat and non-flat pseudo-Kähler
metrics.

The Lie algebraT�h1 admits non-flat but Ricci flat pseudo-Kähler metrics.

1The Lie algebra T�h1 is the free 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra in three generators.
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The first statement was proved in [14] and the second one in [11].
Now we proceed to the study in the solvable case. The simply connected Lie

groupG with Lie algebra Tr3,0 is, as a manifold, diffeomorphic toR6. Let (r1,r2,:::,r6)
denote an arbitrary element inR6, then the rule multiplication is given by

(r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6) � (s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6)

D

�

r1C s1, r2C er6s2, r3C er6s3C
er6

2
(r1s2 � r2s1), r4C s4, r5C s5, r6C s6

�

.

The left invariant vector fields atY D (s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6) 2 G are

e1(Y) D
�

�r1
� es6s2

�

�r3
, e2(Y) D es6

�

�

�r2
C s1

�

�r3

�

,

e3(Y) D es6
�

�r3
, e4(Y) D

�

�r4
, e5(Y) D

�

�r5
, e6(Y) D

�

�r6
,

and letei denote the dual 1-forms fori D 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
Consider the metrich , i on G for which the vector fields above satisfy the non-

zero relations

g D �(e1
� e1
C e2

� e2)C �(e1
� e4
C e2

� e5)C  (e3
� e3
C e6

� e6), � ¤ 0.

This metric is clearly indefinite.
The complex structure onG is defined as the linear mapJ W TYG ! TYG such

that J2
D �1 and

Je1 D e2, Je3 D e6, Je4 D e5.

This gives a complex structure onR6 which is invariant under the action of the
Lie group G, the action is induced from the multiplication onG. Moreover, the com-
plex structure is Hermitian for the metric above and it is parallel for the corresponding
Levi-Civita connectionr, which on the basis of left invariant vector fields is given by

rX D

0

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

�

0 x2 0 0 0 0
�x2 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 x5 0 0 x2 0
�x5 0 0 �x2 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

1

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

A

for X D
6
X

iD1

xi ei .

If h denotes the involutive distribution spanned bye2, e5, e6, then it admits a comple-
mentary orthogonal distributionJh, thereforeTYG D h � Jh is an orthogonal direct
sum. At the Lie algebra level, one has the following short exact sequence

0! h! g! Jh! 0.
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Notice thath is an abelian ideal, whileJh is an abelian subalgebra. Moreover,the
complex structure J is totally realwith respect to this decomposition and the repre-
sentation� W Jh! h is given in the basise2, e5, e6 by

�(e1) D

0

�

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0

1

A, �(e3) � 0, �(e4) D

0

�

0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

1

A.

Taking the Lie subgroupH corresponding to the distributionh and J H the Lie
subgroup corresponding toJh, the latter is totally geodesic. In fact, making use of the
formula for r, one verifies that

rXY � Jh, rJ X JY � Jh, X, Y 2 h

and since (J,g) is pseudo-Kähler,rX JYD JrXY andrJ XYD�JrJ X JY for X,Y2h.
The curvature tensorR is given by

R(x, y) D �r[x,y]

which implies thatJ H is flat. The Ricci tensorr follows r (X, Y) D 2(x1y1C x2y2) for
X D

P

xi e1, Y D
P

yi ei , thereforeG is neither flat nor Ricci flat.
Notice that since Tr3,0 D h � Jh, whereh is an ideal andJh a Lie subalgebra,

then J is totally real.
The pseudo-Kähler metric forJ is non-flat, however the Lie subgroup forJh which

is abelian, is totally geodesic and flat.

REMARK . The results above and those in [8] suggest that totally realcomplex
structures are interesting objects to be consider in presence of compatible structures.
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